Abstract. The double reduction when having been applied to the fourth-order spectral operator on a discrete spatial support is shown to inspire early unknown multicomponent semidiscrete integrable nonlinear systems associated with the nonsinglular spectral operator of third order and characterized by an additional coupling parameter. Two forms of zero-curvature representation yielding the proposed integrable systems are given. Relying upon the lowest local conservation laws the selfconsistent system with the symmetric parametrization of field amplitudes is selected. The variativity of its coupling parameters is expected to ensure a number of qualitatively distinct regimes of system nonlinear dynamics.
Introduction
In our previous papers [1, 2] we have considered semidiscrete integrable nonlinear systems generated by the fourthorder spectral operator 
Here the auxiliary variable z is understood as the complex-valued spectral parameter independent on time and coordinate, while other constituents entering the expressions (1) and (3) for the spectral L.njz/ and evolution A.njz/ operators are assumed to be functions of discrete spatial coordinate n and continuous time . For the sake of definiteness the coordinate n is taken to span all integers from minus to plus infinity. The dot written over the spectral operator in the left-hand side of zero-curvature equation (2) denotes the derivative with respect to time:
When having adopted the real-field reduction
we came to the following reduced set of semidiscrete nonlinear equations [2]
with f .n/, t .n/, f C .n/, t C .n/, h.n/, t .n/, g .n/, g C .n/ being the purely real functions of spatial coordinate n and time , while k being some arbitrary real function of time and playing the role of coupling parameter. The sampling function c.n/ should be properly fixed thus imposing an additional constraint on the field functions f .n/, t .n/, f C .n/, t C .n/, h.n/, t .n/, g .n/, g C .n/.
Analysing the reduced nonlinear system (12) -(19) one can readily observe the plausible hint on further reduction consisting in formal equalizations t .n/ D f .n/ and t C .n/ D f C .n/. The question arises whether the secondary reduced system
still remains being integrable since due to the second reduction the spectral operator L.njz/ become degenerate: det L.njz/ Á 0. To put it differently, the well developed procedure producing the hierarchy of local conservation laws [1, 3, 4] at det L.njz/ D 0 fails to be correct what may jeopardize the key criterion of system integrability. In this article we present the direct way to resolve the above problem positively.
2 Zero-curvature representation of the tested system
In order to substantiate the integrability for the system of our interest (20) -(25) one needs to find its zero-curvature representation (2) given in terms of nonsingular spectral and evolution operators. The common sense guides us to suppose the spectral operator L.njz/ as the following 3 3 matrix
and to seek the evolution operator A.njz/ in the form
where˛andˇare some fitting parameters independent on time. Indeed inserting the expressions (26) and (27) for L.njz/ and A.njz/ into the zero-curvature equation (2) we are able both to decipher the matrix elements A j k .njz/ of evolution operator A.njz/ through the matrix elements L j k .njz/ of spectral operator L.njz/ and to reproduce the tested nonlinear semidiscrete system (20) -(25) provided 2 Cˇ2 D 0 and˛ˇD 1. Thus for the constituent parts of evolution operator A.njz/ we have
The only exception is the sampling function c.n/, which according to the general rule [1, 5, 6] can be treated as an arbitrary one (at least for the time being). In reality canceling the restriction˛ˇD 1 we come to more general integrable system differed from the tested one (20) -(25) by the formal correction of combinations f .n/f C .n C 1/ and f C .n/f .n 1/ intǫˇf .n/f C .n C 1/ and˛ˇf C .n/f .n 1/ respectively. Thus assuming the boundary conditions for the field variables to be fixed we acquire an additional coupling parameter˛ˇessentially governing the system dynamical behaviour. In what follows the parameter˛ˇwill be considered as an arbitrary real valued one.
3 General equations of motion in terms of lowest local conservation laws and their reduction due to symmetric parametrization
In order to compactify the equations of motion (20) - (25) when having been generalized with the arbitrary real coupling parameter˛ˇwe will rely on the local conservation laws inherent to the system under consideration. Fortunately, the number of lowest local conservation laws with the on-cell densities nearly coincides with the number of prototype field amplitudes and we have
where the normalized field amplitudes
have been introduced. The above written equations (33) -(38) represent the most prepared version of our generalized nonlinear system suitable for the parametrization of field amplitudes. The obtained equations (33) -(38) are seen to support the natural constraint
As a consequence no more than five of six involved equations (33) -(38) may claim to be truly independent. The same statement concerns also the field amplitudes. One more field amplitude can be excluded by fixing the sampling function c.n/. There is however another way to eliminate the surplus field amplitude simultaneously with the sampling function. It consists in the following symmetric parametrization h.n/ D h exp OECq.n C 1jn/ q.njn 1/ (45)
where
Without the loss of generality we take
The equations of motion for the quantities x C .n/, y C .n/ and x .n/, y .n/ read as follows
These equations are essentially selfconsistent since the expressions
contain neither the redundant quantity q.njn 1/ no the sampling function c.n/. In this context the equation
could be treated as the collateral definition of P q.njn 1/ through c.n/ and vice versa imposing seemingly no influence upon the dynamics of true field variables x C .n/, y C .n/ and x .n/, y .n/. Nevertheless, the right choice of this equation (59) ensures the correct frame of reference for the filed variables x C .n/, y C .n/ and x .n/, y .n/ via the presence of last terms in the right-hand sides of equations (52) and (54) for P y C .n/ and P y .n/. It is interesting to note that right-hand side in each of the main system equations (51) -(54) taken at P k D 0 defines some conserved density for the respective local conservation law. Although for the first and the third equations (51) and (53) this statement is selfevident, but for the second and the forth ones (52) and (54) it can be proved by the method described in our previous paper [1] or verified by the direct use of system equations.
The obtained integrable system (51) - (58) is characterized by two coupling parameters k and˛ˇ. One of them (e.g.˛ˇ) can be freely tunable onto qualitatively distinct regimes of system nonlinear dynamics so valuable in physical applications.
Alternative form of the system zero-curvature representation
There is a direct way allowing to overcome the natural constraint (44) and to eliminate the dependent quantity h.n/ already on the stage of zero-curvature representation.
Indeed, introducing the matrix-valued operator M.njz/ by means of expression
with L.njz/ given by formula (26) and taking into account the equation (33) for P h.n/ we readily observe that original zero-curvature equation (2) 
with A.njz/ given by the formulas (27) -(32) and I standing for the 3 3 unity matrix.
For the shortened nonlinear semidiscrete system (34) -(38) the obtained equation (61) yields the alternative form of zero-curvature representation with M.njz/ and B.njz/ serving as the spectral and evolution operators respectively. Here, of course, the condition˛2 Cˇ2 D 0 is assumed and the normalized field amplitudes F C .n/, F .n/, T .n/, G C .n/, G .n/ defined by notations (39) -(43) are used.
Conclusion
Summarizing the results of this paper we have found the zero-curvature representation for the tested multicomponent semidiscrete nonlinear system and its generalization in terms of new nonsingular spectral and evolution operators given by 3 3 matrices. In Caudrey terminology [7, 8] the spectral operator (26) should be qualified as the spectral operator of third order.
Although the general set of nonlinear semidiscrete equations (33) -(38) possesses the natural constraint (44) it remains underdetermined due to the presence of arbitrary sampling function c.n/. Such an underdeterminedness proves to be in lines with the basic statements of Mikhailov theory on the reduction group method [9] . We overcame both the natural constraint and the inherent underdeterminedness by the symmetric parametrization of prototype field functions giving rise to the set of four selfconsistent semidiscrete nonlinear equations (51) -(54). In so doing we have relied upon the lowest local conservation laws (laws with logarithmically looking on-cell local densities) given by the formulas (33), (36) -(38) and by the equation
lnOEF C .n/F .n/ D kG C .n C 1/ kG C .n/ C kG .n/ kG .n 1/ 2k˛ˇF C .n C 1/F .n/ 2kG C .n C 1/G .n/ c.n C 1/ C 2k˛ˇF C .n/F .n 1/ C 2kG C .n/G .n 1/ C c.n/:
At last we have proposed the alternative form of zerocurvature representation (61) for the shortened nonlinear system (34) -(38) allowing to rebuff the natural constraint (44) by canceling the unnecessary (dependent) field function h.n/ from the very consideration.
